Frame Types

**REPLACEMENT FRAME**
Standard Block Frame

![Diagram of Replacement Frame](image)

**NEW CONSTRUCTION FRAME**
Standard Nail Fin with J-Channel

![Diagram of New Construction Frame](image)

**Standard Nail Fin**

![Diagram of Standard Nail Fin](image)
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All dimensions are approximate.

East Region Only
Unit Sections - 3-1/4" Replacement Frame

VH - VENT HEAD
CR - CHECK RAIL
VS - VENT SILL
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East Region Only
Encompass by Pella® Double-Hung Window

Unit Sections - 4-3/16" New Construction Frame
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Encompass by Pella® Double-Hung Window

Unit Sections - 4-3/16" New Construction Frame with J-Channel
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Encompass by Pella® Double-Hung Window

Unit Sections - 4-3/16" New Construction Frame Composite with J-Channel
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